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Abstract
This paper proposes concentration indices that extend the classical Hirschman-Herfindahl Index to include
vertical
structures
for
differentiated
products.
The
analysis
shows
how
cross-product
substitution/complementarity relationships across vertical channels can affect pricing. It also identifies the role
played by market size. The usefulness of the approach is illustrated in an application to a merger analysis in the
gasoline market.
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1. Introduction
Multi-product companies in today’s economy often operate in both horizontal and vertical markets. In this
context, understanding the effects of market concentration has been challenging. The Herfindahl-Hirschman
Index (HHI) has been used to analyze such effects in horizontal markets (e.g., Whinston, 2006). More recent
work has explored the use of concentration indexes in the analysis of the effects of vertical organization on the
pricing of homogeneous products (e.g., Gans, 2007; Hendricks and McAfee, 2009). But vertical sectors often
involve extensive product differentiation. This suggests a need to refine the economic evaluation of market
concentration issues and vertical organization for differentiated products.
The objective of this paper is to investigate the role of market structures for vertically differentiated products.
This is done by developing a HHI-type concentration index (termed VHHI for vertical HHI) that applies under
vertical product differentiation. The analysis shows how cross-product substitution/complementarity
relationships across vertical channels affect pricing. It also identifies the role played by market size. The
usefulness of this VHHI approach is illustrated in an analysis of merger in the gasoline market.
2. Conceptual model
Consider a vertical sector comprised of n firms that produce r upstream (intermediate) outputs that are used to
generate m downstream (final) outputs. Let y ji denote the vector of intermediate outputs produced by the j-th
upstream firm and sold to the i-th downstream firm. The total quantities of intermediate outputs produced by the
I
O
j-th firm are y j   i y ji , while y i   j y ji are the total quantities of intermediate outputs purchased by the i-th
firm and used to produce final outputs z i  ( zi1 ,..., zim )  R m . The i-th firm also purchases other inputs xi at prices
w under a technology represented by the feasible set Fi, where (xi , y iI , y iO , z i )  Fi means that inputs xi and
intermediate outputs yiI are feasible to produce intermediate outputs yiO and final outputs zi.
Let x  (x1 ,..., x n ) , y O  ( y1O ,..., y On ) , y I  ( y1I ,..., y nI ) and z  (z1 ,..., z n ) . We assume efficient contracting among
the n firms within the vertical sector (Note 1). This means that firms choose inputs x and intermediate products
(y O , y I ) to minimize aggregate cost:
C ( z )  Min x , y O , y I { w 

2

 x  : 
i

i

i

y iO   i y iI ; ( x i , y iI , y iO , z i )  Fi ; i  1,..., n} ,
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which has for solution xi*(z), yiO*(z) and yiI*(z), i = 1, …, n. Let q*(z) denotes the shadow prices of the
market-clearing constraint for intermediate outputs:  i y iO   i y iI . For firm i, the cost function is:
ci ( z )  w  x*i (z )  q* (z )  [ y iI* ( z )  y iO* (z )] ,

which satisfies  i ci ( z )  C ( z ) . Denote final demand by the price dependent demands p ( Z )  ( p1 ( Z ),..., p m ( Z )) ,
where Z  ( Z 1 ,..., Z m )   i z i is the vector of aggregate final outputs. The i-th firm’s profit is:
 i   k 1 pk (Z)  zik  ci (z ) , i = 1, …, n.

(1)

pk (Z)  ci zik   k ' 1 pk ' Z k  zik   0

(2a)

zik  0

(2b)

m

Under a Cournot game, the optimal choice of zik satisfies both  i  0 and the Kuhn-Tucker conditions:
m

zik  [ pk (Z)  ci zik   k ' 1 pk ' Z k  zik  ]  0
m

(2c)

Equations (2a) – (2c) allow a flexible organization of the vertical sector. It includes firms involved only in
upstream markets (when zik  0 for all k), firms involved only in downstream markets (when y iO  0 ), and
vertically integrated firms involved both upstream and downstream (with y iO  0 and zik  0 for some k). Such
configurations can be motivated by efficiency gains (when vertical integration contributes to cost reduction)
and/or by strategic behavior (e.g., under situations of foreclosure, as discussed by Rey and Tirole (2008)).
Given Z i  0 , let sik  zik Z k  [0,1] denote the i-th firm’s market share for the k-th final good. Dividing (2c) by Zk
and summing across all firms yield the pricing equation:
p k ( Z )   i sik ci zik    k ' 1 p k ' Z k  H kk   Z k 
m

,

H kk ' 

(3)

M k    k ' 1  p k '  Z k  H kk   Z k 

 i sik  sik '  [0,1]

m

. The term
in (3) is a markup measuring the
where
departure from marginal cost pricing for the k-th final good. The term  p k '  Z k captures both own-price effect
(when k’ = k) and cross-price effects (when k’  k). Under constant marginal cost, M k pk is the Lerner Index in
the k-th market.
In general, Mk establishes linkages between pricing and market concentrations (as measured by H kk ' ). When
k  k ' , H kk   i s ik2 reduces to the classical Hirschman-Herfindahl Index (HHI) of concentration in the k-th
submarket. When demands are downward sloping (with p k Z k < 0), this yields the standard result that an
increase in H kk (reflecting increased concentration) contributes to a higher markup in the k-th submarket.
When k  k ' , H kk '   i s ik  s ik ' is a cross-market concentration index. From (3), any increase in H kk '
contributes to a higher (lower) markup Mk and Lerner Index M k pk when p k  Z k < 0 (> 0). Define goods k and
k’ to be substitutes (complements) when increases in Zk reduce (stimulate) consumers’ willingness-to-pay for
good k’ (Hicks, 1939). This implies that an increase in cross-market concentration Hkk’ contributes to higher
markup Mk when final goods k and k’ are substitutes, and to a lower markup Mk when they are complements.
When final goods k and k’ are differentiated by the corresponding vertical channels, the H kk ' s become
measurements of vertical market concentration and are then termed as “vertical HHI” or VHHI.
What if final products are perfect substitutes? If so, the law of one price applies (with pk (Z)  p (Z) ), and the
price-dependent demand takes the form p(Z)  p( Z ) , where Z   k Z k   k  i z ik . Let S i   k z ik Z denote
firm i’s aggregate market share. Then multiplying Mk by Z k Z and summing over k yield:
M 



k

Z k Z  M k    k { Z k Z   k ' [  p  Z  i  z ik Z k  z ik ' Z k '   Z k ' ]}
   p  Z   i  k  k '  z ik Z  z ik ' Z   Z

(4)

  p Z  H H I  Z ,

where H HI   i S i2 is the classical Hirschman-Herfindahl Index evaluated at the aggregate level. Equation (4)
defines the markup M as a weighted average of the Mk’s across all final goods. Then, (4) shows that, under
perfect substitution, market power can be analyzed as if there is a single market. In this particular case, the
markup M is then proportional to the classical HHI. Additionally, HHI   k  k  Z k Z  Z k ' Z  H kk  , showing that
the classical HHI is a weighted average of the H kk ' s, with market shares as weights. Finally, comparing the
markups M and Mk indicates how differentiated products impact the evaluation of market concentration effects.
This shows that, by allowing departures from perfect substitution, our approach extends the use of HHI indexes
to the investigation of markets for differentiated products. When applied to vertically differentiated products, this
extends the analysis presented by Gans (2007) (who assumes a homogeneous product). As such, the VHHI’s in
Equation (3) provide a broad basis to investigate the effects of vertical structures on pricing.
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Equation (3) also shows how market concentration interacts with market size Z k  . Indeed, the price effect of
cross-market concentration is present only when Z k  is positive; and it is likely important only when the market
size, Z k  , is sufficiently large. It means that such interaction effects are relevant only in the absence of foreclosure.
These effects are exemplified next in the analysis of a merger.
3. An application: merger in the gasoline market
This section illustrates the usefulness of our approach through an analysis of mergers involving vertically
differentiated products. Like Gans (2007) and Hendricks and McAfee (2009), we use the example of
Exxon-Mobil merger and the California gasoline market (Note 2). We evaluate how alternative mergers impact
retail gasoline prices (Note 3), and compare our VHHI approach with the classical HHI and with Gans’ approach
(Gans, 2007).
Both Gans (2007) and the classical HHI implicitly assume perfect substitutes in final goods. In contrast, we treat
gasoline as differentiated goods across vertical channels. This is supported by Hastings’ (2004) analysis of the
gasoline market in southern California that consumers view branded gasoline as different from
independently-sold gasoline. The branded gasoline is produced and marketed by vertically integrated channel
(denoted by v), while the independent stations sell gasoline through non-integrated channel (denoted by u). One
of our key points is the need to take into consideration the fact that consumers see gasoline produced under
vertical integration (v) as differentiated from gasoline produced under non-integration (u).
For the purpose of comparison, we follow Gans (2007) who makes the following assumptions (Note 4): the
downstream production technology is Leontief, and vertically integrated firms always use their own refinery
petroleum (upstream output) first. We label alternative concentration measures as follows: Classical HHI, Gans’
proposed vertical indices under contracting (hereafter termed Gans-VHHI, defined as  i [ si  max( si , i )] , where
si and i are respectively the downstream and upstream market shares of the i-th firm), and our VHHI. Table 1
presents these measures. In contrast to the single measure of the classical HHI or Gans-VHHI, our VHHI
contains three measures: Two encapsulates the within-market concentration for both channels ( VHHI uu for the
non-integrated channel and VHHI vv for the integrated channel), and a third denotes the cross-market
concentrations ( VHHI uv across channels).
The Exxon-Mobil merger unambiguously increases concentration measures under all three approaches: 11% for
the classical HHI, 9.7% for the Gans-VHHI, and 18.1% for VHHI uu , 7.8% for VHHI vv , and 24.6% for VHHI uv .
Our VHHI details how the merger affects the within- and cross-market concentrations, therefore provides
important information in evaluating alternative merger scenarios.
Our method distinguishes between mergers without divestiture and those with upstream or downstream
divestiture. This is in sharp contrast with the classical HHI. Indeed, the classical HHI does not account for
upstream divestiture when evaluating a post-merger downstream situation. Furthermore, with the classical HHI,
a downstream divestiture eliminates a merger’s impact on the downstream market completely. The Gans-VHHI
is similar to the classical HHI: the upstream divestiture does not change the post-merger downstream
Gans-VHHI.
Our VHHI, however, shows that with upstream divestiture, the two within-market concentration measures
( VHHI vv and VHHI uu ) increase, and the cross-market concentration measure ( VHHI uv ) decreases. When
downstream divestiture occurs, within-market concentration measures also increase in relation to those for
non-divestiture mergers, but these increases are smaller than those in the upstream divestiture scenarios. Similar
results hold for the cross-market concentration measures.
We computed and compare the simulated markups M and Lerner Indices (expressed in percentage term as
100  M p ) generated by the three different approaches under alternative merger/divestiture scenarios (see table
2). The pattern of changes in markups and Lerner Indices for the classical HHI and Gans-VHHI is similar to that
of table 1. This reflects the fact that both approaches assume that the demand coefficient and market size
variables remain constant before and after a merger, regardless of the divestiture requirements. Thus, only the
concentration measures change. Conversely, with our VHHI approach, divestiture requirements also impact
market sizes Z u and Z v . It shows that the overall effects of divestiture reflect both changes in VHHIs and
changes in market size. Because of the market size effects, our estimated markups and Lerner Indices are
significantly lower for the non-integrated market than for the vertically integrated market. Moreover, all of our
markup estimates are much lower than those generated by the classical HHI and Gans-VHHI (see table 2). This
illustrates the importance of capturing the role of market size in the evaluation of changes in vertical
organization. Since our proposed measure incorporates such effects (while the classical HHI and Gans-VHHI do
not), this is a useful and distinctive characteristic of our approach.
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Finally, neither the classical HHI nor the Gans-VHHI captures any of the impacts of an upstream divestiture
merger policy. Our VHHI approach, however, suggests that under merger with upstream divestiture, markups
and Lerner Indices for the vertically integrated gasoline market decrease slightly (from $0.73 to $0.72, and from
49.2 to 48.5), and those for the non-integrated market rise modestly (from $0.47 to $0.57, and from 33.2 to 40.3).
This example demonstrates the usefulness of our VHHI concentration indices in analyzing the impacts of
different merger/divestiture policies. Our approach captures both within- and cross-market concentration effects
in a vertical sector, and accounts for the changes in market size that are associated with different
merger/divestiture scenarios (Note 5). Finally, our approach is empirically tractable, and offers economists and
scholars a refined way to analyze the effects of market power and vertical organization on pricing.
4. Conclusion
Our paper has investigated how vertical firms price differentiated products. We have developed a Cournot model
that captures how vertical organization impacts differentiated product pricing under imperfect competition. Our
analysis proposes concentration indices that extend the classical HHI to include vertical structures under
differentiated products. We also discuss limitations in the concentration indices proposed by Gans (2007).
Our approach illustrates how cross-product substitution/complementarity relationships across vertical channels
affect pricing. We also identify the ways in which market size interacts with market concentration and
cross-product relationships.
The usefulness of the approach is illustrated in an application to mergers in the gasoline market. The application
showed how our VHHIs capture the impacts of different merger/divestiture policies. Importantly, neither the
classical HHI nor Gans-VHHI can catch such impacts. As such, our approach provides new insights on the
effects on changing market structures on pricing in vertical sectors. And it can help inform the design and
evaluation of antitrust policy.
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Note 4. These assumptions are for illustrative purposes.
Note 5. As discussed above, our approach also captures complementarity/substitution effects through
cross-market effects.
Table 1. Concentration measures
Concentration Measure

Pre-merger

Post-merger

0.1856
0.1750
0.1964
0.3514

Post-merger
with Exxon
Refinery
Divestiture
0.1758
0.1750
0.1964
0.4168

Post-merger
with Exxon
Retail
Divestiture
0.1856
0.1577
0.1833
0.3815

Upstream HHI
Downstream HHI
Gans-VHHI
Our VHHIs
VHHI uu

0.1758
0.1577
0.1791
0.2975

VHHI vv

0.1694

0.1826

0.1929

0.1871

VHHI uv
0.1100
0.1371
0.1092
0.0665
Note: All measures are based on summing the relevant shares under different merger scenarios. See Gans (2007,
table 2, p.674) for Gans-VHHI.

Table 2. Simulated impact of merger
Pre-merger

Post-merger

Post-merger
with Exxon
Refinery
Divestiture

Post-merger
with Exxon
Retail
Divestiture

0.77
53.1

0.69
47.6

Perfect Substitutes: Classical HHI
M , Price Markup ($)

0.69
47.6

100  M p , Lerner Index

0.77
53.1

Formula: M   p Z  H  Z , where H  classical HHI
Parameter Values: p Z  0.44 , Z  Z u  Z v  10 , p  $1.45
Perfect Substitutes: Gans-VHHI
M , Price Markup ($)

0.79

0.86

0.86

0.81

100  M / p , Lerner Index

54.5

59.3

59.3

55.9

Formula: M   p Z  H  Z , where H  Gans' VHHI
Parameter Values: P Z  0.44 , Z  Z u  Z v  10 , p  $1.45
Differentiated Products Across Vertical Channels: our VHHI
M u , Price Markup ($)

0.39

0.47

0.57

0.42

100  M u pu , Lerner Index

27.6

33.2

40.3

29.7

M v , Price Markup ($)
100  M v pv , Lerner Index

0.68
45.8

0.73
49.2

0.72
48.5

0.70
47.1

Formula: M u   ZP VHHI uu Z u  ZP VHHI uv Z v , M v   ZP VHHI vv Z v  ZP VHHI vu Z u
Parameter Values: Zp  Zp  0.44 , Zp  Zp  0.22 , Z u  Z v  10 , pv  $1.485 and pu  $1.415
u

v

u

u

v

u

v

u

v

u

u

v

v

u

v

v

Note: Demand coefficients and prices are derived from Hastings (2004) and Hendricks and McAfee (2009).
Market size Z is set equal to 10.
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